Record, Display and Analyze all your Measurements

with perfect Synchronization
CAPTIV
Software and Wireless Sensors

CAPTIV L2100 – Software for Task Analysis

CAPTIV-L2100-V software:

- Detailed observation protocols: gestures, postures, actions, events,…
- Real-time and post-coding of observations with user-friendly editor,
- Dynamic display of graphs of activity with synchronous video(s),
- Detailed statistics (macro/micro) with graphs and export,
- Multiple-criteria search filters with customizable parameters,
- Numerous data encoding and analysis features,
- …and more.

CAPTIV-L2100-M allows additionally:

- Import and synchronization of datafiles (.txt and .csv formats)

CAPTIV L7000 – for Wireless measurements and Video

CAPTIV-L7000 software:

- Synchronous recording of wireless T-Sens sensors and video,
- Detailed observations (features of CAPTIV-L2100-M included),
- Synchronous playback and analysis of measurements, videos and observations,
- Multiple analysis and statistics on areas, customizable thresholds, …
- Export of data and results in a click,
- Import and post-synchronization of files from compatible hardware,
- Preparation and edition of data reports.

CAPTIV-L7000 Premier allows additionally:

- Synchronous acquisition of Eye-Tracking data (Tobii, faceLAB, FOVIO, others…), of T-Sens Motion data, of EEG data (B-Alert and Epoc) and Face-Coding data.
- Detailed analysis reports: Heart Rate, Joint Angles, Static and Dynamic EMG, Gait, Arousal.
- Numerous extra features and hardware compatibilities.
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